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A total of 2,500 surveys were sent electronically via SurveyMonkey to a randomly selected
sample of students who were enrolled at Southeastern in the Fall of 2009.  Of the 2,500 surveys
distributed, 45 were returned as non-deliverable.  Of the 2,455 remaining surveys, 686 were
completed for a response rate of 28%

Student Activities and Student Life

The next question asked respondents how often during the current academic year, they had
attended a variety of campus events and activities.  Overall, respondents were most likely to
have attended Events sponsored by offices on campus (44%) and least likely to have attended
films not required for a class (23% each). 

Please indicate how often, during the current academic year, you have attended the
following campus events or activities

Never Occasionally Frequently
% N % N % N

Athletic Events 56.6% 304 33.1% 178 10.2% 55
Religious activities 75.7% 409 17.2% 93 7.0% 38
Films that were not required for a class 76.7% 415 19.6% 106 3.7% 20
Events sponsored by student organizations 59.2% 319 29.5% 159 11.3% 61
Lectures that were not re 63.5% 344 30.8% 167 5.7% 31
Plays 58.8% 318 31.8% 172 9.4% 51
Concerts 65.4% 353 27.6% 149 7.0% 38
Art Shows 71.7% 388 24.0% 130 4.3% 23
Cultural, ethnic, or international events 72.2% 392 23.0% 125 4.8% 26
Events sponsored by offices on campus 56.1% 304 34.9% 189 9.0% 49
Intramural Sports 73.4% 397 17.9% 97 8.7% 47
Aerobics 73.6% 398 19.8% 107 6.7% 36
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Students were then asked to indicate how much time they spend in various activities during the
week.  Most students spend the most time (over 31 hours a week) either at work or caring for and
interacting with their families.  Figure 3 illustrates a “typical student week”.

Figure 3
“Typical Student Week”

Leisure activities include socializing with friends, watching TV, exercising/sports and
recreational computer use. 
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During a typical week, how much time do you spend on the following
activities?

None 1 hr 1 - 2 hr 3 - 4 hrs 5 - 10 hrs
% N % N % N % N % N

Class/Labs 1.7% 9 0.9% 5 2.8% 15 9.1% 49 22.7% 122
Working for pay 30.6% 166 0.9% 5 1.5% 8 3.9% 21 6.1% 33
Studying/Homework 0.4% 2 0.7% 4 7.0% 38 21.0% 114 29.7% 161
Commuting 16.1% 86 13.3% 71 17.2% 92 20.9% 112 22.8% 122
Volunteer Work 56.3% 302 13.1% 70 13.4% 72 8.2% 44 4.9% 26
Hanging out with friends 6.3% 34 11.9% 64 18.5% 100 20.7% 112 18.7% 101
Southeastern clubs or groups 67.2% 362 8.7% 47 10.0% 54 5.0% 27 3.0% 16
Watching TV 5.9% 32 10.6% 57 18.6% 100 31.4% 169 18.2% 98
Exercising/sports 18.4% 99 15.0% 81 20.2% 109 23.0% 124 15.8% 85
Interacting with and caring for
family 4.1% 22 5.2% 28 8.3% 45 13.5% 73 15.7% 85

Recreational computer use 3.1% 17 8.1% 44 16.8% 91 20.7% 112 25.1% 136
Sleeping 0.4% 2 0.4% 2 0.4% 2 1.9% 10 15.6% 84

None 1 hr 1 - 2 hr 3 - 4 hrs 5 - 10 hrs
% N % N % N % N % N

Class/Labs 32.0% 172 21.2% 114 5.6% 30 0.9% 5 3.0% 16
Working for pay 9.4% 51 11.6% 63 8.8% 48 5.9% 32 21.4% 116
Studying/Homework 17.9% 97 10.5% 57 6.6% 36 2.6% 14 3.5% 19
Commuting 5.2% 28 1.7% 9 0.6% 3 0.4% 2 1.9% 10
Volunteer Work 2.2% 12 0.6% 3 0.6% 3 0.6% 3 0.2% 1
Hanging out with friends 9.4% 51 6.9% 37 2.4% 13 1.5% 8 3.7% 20
Southeastern clubs or groups 2.6% 14 2.0% 11 0.6% 3 0.0% 0 0.9% 5
Watching TV 8.5% 46 4.1% 22 0.7% 4 0.6% 3 1.5% 8
Exercising/sports 4.6% 25 0.6% 3 1.1% 6 0.6% 3 0.7% 4
Interacting with and caring for
family 10.4% 56 10.2% 55 6.1% 33 4.3% 23 22.2% 120

Recreational computer use 9.2% 50 7.4% 40 2.0% 11 3.0% 16 4.6% 25
Sleeping 4.5% 24 7.1% 38 8.8% 47 13.2% 71 47.9% 257
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This section asked students to indicate their level of agreement with each of the statements about their
experiences at Southeastern.  The item rated the lowest overall was “Being involved in a student
organization has been a factor in my stying enrolled at Southeastern” (mean=2.36) followed by “I know a
staff member with whom I would feel comfortable discussing a personal problem” (mean=2.92).  The
highest rated item was  “I have experienced intellectual growth at Southeastern” (mean=4.15), followed
by “At Southeastern there is a strong commitment to learning” (mean=4.13), and “I have experienced
personal growth at Southeastern” (mean=4.12). 

On a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means Strongly Disagree and 5 means Strongly Agree, please indicate your level of
agreement with each of the following statements

1- Strongly
Disagree 2 3 4 5 - Strongly

Agree Mean

% N % N % N % N % N
Southeastern has a pretty campus. 1.6% 8 3.7% 19 19.3% 99 33.7% 173 41.8% 215 4.11
I feel a sense of belonging at
Southeastern. 6.0% 31 9.6% 49 20.5% 105 27.5% 141 36.5% 187 3.79

Being a student at Southeastern is an
enjoyable experience. 2.1% 11 4.5% 23 18.5% 95 35.5% 182 39.4% 202 4.05

I feel a sense of pride about
Southeastern. 5.8% 30 7.0% 36 25.9% 133 27.9% 143 33.3% 171 3.76

There is a lot of value in belonging to
a Southeastern student organization. 11.4% 58 12.9% 66 30.0% 153 20.8% 106 24.9% 127 3.35

I have experienced intellectual growth
at Southeastern. 2.5% 13 3.1% 16 16.9% 87 31.3% 161 46.1% 237 4.15

Southeastern faculty show concern for
students as individuals. 4.5% 23 5.1% 26 24.2% 124 33.6% 172 32.6% 167 3.85

Southeastern staff and administrators
show concern for students as
individuals.

4.7% 24 6.1% 31 26.6% 136 33.3% 170 29.4% 150 3.77

I have made new friends on campus. 3.7% 19 5.5% 28 19.5% 100 26.4% 135 44.9% 230 4.03
I know a faculty member with whom I
would feel comfortable discussing a
personal problem.

18.3% 94 13.8% 71 16.3% 84 17.5% 90 34.0% 175 3.35

Student activity fees are put to good
use. 12.2% 62 15.0% 76 32.7% 166 23.2% 118 16.9% 86 3.18

I have experienced personal growth at
Southeastern. 2.7% 14 4.1% 21 18.0% 92 28.8% 147 46.4% 237 4.12

Faculty are fair and unbiased in their
treatment of students from all cultures. 3.9% 20 5.8% 30 20.0% 103 32.1% 165 38.1% 196 3.95

Faculty display Southeastern pride in
the classroom. 5.3% 27 10.9% 56 28.7% 147 27.1% 139 28.1% 144 3.62

My instructors have helped me be a
successful student. 1.6% 8 5.5% 28 23.5% 120 32.2% 164 37.3% 190 3.98
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On a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means Strongly Disagree and 5 means Strongly Agree, please indicate your level of
agreement with each of the following statements

1- Strongly
Disagree 2 3 4 5 - Strongly

Agree Mean

% N % N % N % N % N
I know a staff member with whom I
would feel comfortable discussing a
personal problem.

28.8% 147 15.1% 77 17.6% 90 12.5% 64 26.0% 133 2.92

I am proud of the quality of education
that I am receiving at Southeastern. 2.5% 13 3.9% 20 17.1% 88 32.5% 167 44.0% 226 4.11

At Southeastern there is a strong
commitment to diversity. 1.8% 9 6.0% 31 31.3% 161 30.5% 157 30.4% 156 3.82

At Southeastern there is a strong
commitment to caring. 3.9% 20 7.7% 40 34.2% 177 29.2% 151 25.0% 129 3.64

Southeastern is strongly committed to
service. 4.1% 21 5.1% 26 27.5% 140 30.6% 156 32.6% 166 3.83

Southeastern has a strong commitment
to integrity. 1.4% 7 2.9% 15 24.0% 123 35.4% 181 36.3% 186 4.02

Southeastern is committed to
excellence. 2.5% 13 4.9% 25 21.4% 110 32.7% 168 38.4% 197 4.00

At Southeastern there is a strong
commitment to learning. 0.8% 4 3.1% 16 19.3% 99 36.3% 186 40.5% 208 4.13

Southeastern has a strong commitment
to providing quality instruction. 2.5% 13 2.7% 14 22.8% 117 34.7% 178 37.2% 191 4.01

Southeastern should offer students
opportunities to participate in
volunteer work.

3.5% 18 6.7% 34 29.4% 150 30.3% 155 30.1% 154 3.77

Being involved in a student
organization has been a factor in my
staying enrolled at Southeastern.

43.9% 222 13.8% 70 18.2% 92 10.3% 52 13.8% 70 2.36

I know where to find the campus crime
statistics. 24.8% 127 13.5% 69 20.5% 105 13.9% 71 27.3% 140 3.05

I know what the Student Code of
Conduct is. 5.5% 28 6.0% 31 20.9% 107 27.9% 143 39.8% 204 3.90

I know where to find the Student Code
of Conduct. 9.0% 46 9.0% 46 19.8% 101 22.7% 116 39.5% 202 3.75

Overall, there is a campus atmosphere
of ethnic, political, and religious
understanding and acceptance.

2.3% 12 5.8% 30 26.3% 135 32.7% 168 32.9% 169 3.88
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What is the one thing you would like to change about Southeastern?

Respondents were asked to name one thing they would like to change about Southeastern.  A total of 298
respondents made a comment.  The most common change was regarding parking (16.4%, 49
respondents), including dissatisfaction with the amount of student parking available, the amount tickets
are written for, and a lot of dissatisfaction with the policy stating cars can not pull into a space backwards. 
The next most common change dealt with course offerings (8.1%, 24 respondents, including the lack of
upper level course offerings, the desire for more internet courses and on-line courses, and the availability
of certain courses.  Below are other themes, in order of endorsement:

1. Computer Labs (5.7%, 17) - no machines available or long lines; 24 hour computer lab not open
24 hours.

2. Eating options/meal plans (4.7%, 14) - including cost of food on campus and lack of healthy
alternatives.

3. Math/Math lab (4.4%, 13) - mainly dissatisfaction with the reliance on computers to teach math.
4. Fees (3.7%, 11) - mainly the need to pay fees for which students do not believe they benefit, in

particular, the cheerleading fee was mentioned frequently.
5. Buildings/Classrooms (3.7%, 11) - including the condition of buildings, the temperature of

classrooms, and the lack of technology in classrooms.  No particular building was mentioned
above others.

6. Lack of School Pride (3.0%, 9) - both at athletic events and pride in Southeastern in general.

All of the comments are presented below.  These are verbatim statements from the students, the only
editing was to remove obscene language, spelling and grammar is as the student wrote.

! I would have the library open more hours.  I wish there were still more copy machines on campus
that accepted coins instead of cards b/c my care has not worked in 2 years.  I do NOT at all think
teachers should mention political views, and inform students of how to vote. There are too many
teachers that are cramming Obama material down our throats.  The financial aid department is the
most uninformed bunch of people I have ever met. They are also incredibly rude. I have
personally reccommended to future students to go to other schools b/c the financial aid
department is awful.   The health dept. on campus is pathetic. There should not be someone with
no medical experience determining whether or not you can see the nurse practitioner. I have been
refused to be seen twice and told to take a cough drop and then had to pay 200 to see a doctor to
tell me that I had exactly what I thought I had (step throat).

! a better advising system
! A more diverse selection of food in the Cafeteria
! allow freshman to park in other places than north campus
! Allow more opportunities for work study, give students with at least 1 child a chance to reside on

campus rather than having to commute, as well as many other things
! ANOTHER WAY TO GET HELP SCHEDULING CLASSES BESIDES HAVING TO MEET

WITH YOUR ADVISOR
! Availability of financial advisors and smoother running of enrollment services, controllers office,

etc.
! Availability of technology for student use
! Availability to more parking
! balance out the ethnicities.
! better athletics
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! Better campus dining hours
! Better Communication between Professors and students, more personal. Better Food services
! Better orientation for newcomers regardless of class, even grad. students on basic things like print

release and where and how to get things done. even a brochure would be nice
! Better parking and smaller meal plans for residents.
! Campus Dining Services needs to lower their costs.
! Classrooms are frequently too cold. This makes it hard to concentrate.
! Cold as hell in the union and there needs to be more computers open to students, I hate waiting in

line for 10 minutes just to print
! Computer labs with posted hours be open timely with working equipment (computers and

printers) and all labs being open until 6 pm week nights.
! Considering I was asked about student activity fees, I would change that issue because the fees

add up to a lot. My complaint lies within the fact that we, as students, do not know exactly how
our money is being used in each avenue of contribution. I am aware of the theatre fee being used
well because we are not charged to attend a performance. However, the other fees do not show
themselves beneficial to me as a student. Therefore, I disagree with the statement that they are put
to good use because I do not know to what use they are put to.

! course compass
! Course compass and more and a week off for thanksgiving
! Course compass for remedial students. There should be more one on one time with the teacher.
! Currently I am satisfied with the progress here at Southeastern.
! Customer service is usually not very good in some offices.
! English teachers are much to politically liberal and do not consider other views
! Every going home
! Expand the student union more. Provide students a place to unwind and relax other than to

library.
! Faculty is not professional, when they are communicate with students. They have discriminatative

behavior toward students and others. They are not very people oriented.
! Faster bus shuttle, not so much time in between buses.
! Fees being put for better use
! Better textbook rental system
! Updated classrooms/buildings
! Financail Aid!
! Financial Aid Assistance
! Financial aid will announce deadlines for fafsa. More descriptions on the courses and the

professors. More information on class that complimentary majors as non electives. Get new
computers for the computer labs and better printers.

! Fix the parking situation! Parking is absolutely horrible, even with the parking garage.
! for the Sims Library to be open longer
! Freshmen meet Seniors
! friendlyness
! get a winning football team
! Get better instructors in the Chemistry department
! Get better/more food sources for union
! get rid of the coursecompass for math. I did ok in the class because I took the same thing,

basically, in high school but if I hadn'tr I would have been in trouble.
! Getting rid of all the ridiculus tuition fees (cheerleader, band, parking garage, etc.)
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! Getting rid of teachers that don't want to help you when you need help understanding information
in the classroom and teachers that don't know how to teach.

! Giving out too many parking tickets for upper class commuters and provide more parking space
for lower and upperclassmen.

! greater variety of graduate level courses offered at night
! Greek life and how they blackball people for no reason.  Fat girls should not join..that is

unreasonable seriously.
! Hanging parking tags
! Have all the teachers use Blackboard for grading and posting information.
! Have no Friday classes, because it is too hard to commute more than two days a week from New

Orleans. Just have a choice of Monday-Wednesday classes or Tuesday-Thursday classes.
! High level of disorganization
! hours at library to make more available on weekends
! hours in the lab
! Housing and maintenance need to get their act together.
! Housing rates are way too high.
! Also Zachary Taylor needs to be updated.
! I am a nursing student, and the one thing that has never changed is the problem with the computer

labs. The computers are so ridiculously slow that it's not even worth using sometimes.
! I am comfortable with Southeastern the way it is.
! i am so pleased with the service to the students. I feel well taken care of by everyone I have met.

The Library staff are wonderful. I am an older student and they have been very honoring to me.
! I believe the on campus meals and snacks are over priced.
! I can't really think of anything, I go to class, then I go home. Maybe offer something to commuter

students.
! I do not think that all students should pay fees for campus organizations that they do not

participate in.  These fees are continually increased, yet I as a student do not see any direct
benefit for the money I pay in.

! i don't know
! I don't think everyone should have to take SE101
! I felt that at southeastern I had to work for them instead of them working for me. I am a paying

student, there were hoops i had to jump through to get the proper classes and not enough slots in
classes for students. I felt the majority of my teachers wanted us to be put under the most amount
of stress possible to 'build us up' which i know now is completely unnecessary. Southeastern
needs to have more resources available at their satelite campuses. Book rentals for nursing
students should be in Baton Rouge where our classes are. I would not tell my friends to go to
school here.

! I find it very difficult to get anything accomplished over the phone (especially with student
workers). I feel as though the financial aid system is a bit off. It upsets me that the rec. center can
afford to put individual tv's on the tread mills but I have a hard time getting into school, let alone
help to pay for it. When did individual tv's for recreation become more important than an actually
education?

! I love SLU, but sometimes I wish that textbook rental was not a part of tuition. I find cheap books
all the time.

! I pay my fees to have instructors teach, not their student teachers.  I expect to have help and
questions answered.  I have only had two bad experiences in the years that I have attended.

! I personally love SELU, but when I have a break in between my classes and would like to use the
computer lab in the library, it is sometimes very crowded. Sometimes the line can have 5, 10, 15,
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or even more people in it and I end up waiting in line for 30 minutes (half of my break). I think
the computer lab in the library either needs to be monitored or should have some sort of time
limit. I know this could be unfair because some students actually need the computer lab to work
on assignments or type a paper, which is understandable; but to watch students use these
computers to stare at their Facebook or MySpace for 30 or 45 minutes, is frustrating! Especially
when I only have an hour break before my next class and I have something much more important
to do, such as a homework assignment or if I need to print notes. These computer labs at school
should have a specific EDUCATIONAL purpose, not to help your social life. I know that if it
were possible, SELU would have rooms full of computers for each student to 

! I really am not strongly dissatisfied with anything. I wouldn't change much.
! I really dislike that the Math programs are structured on the computer and not on a personal

relationship to help the student's developmental intellect skills flourish.
! I really enjoy attending this college
! I think it's ridiculous to have to pay for a meal plan while staying in the dorms.
! I think that Southeastern should put more money into the nursing program. Mims hall is small.

The nursing program is well known and turns out some of the best nurses in the state, but it needs
a larger, updated facility and better technology for labs in order to grow and continue producing
great nurses.

! I think that the University needs to expand Upperclassman Commuter parking.  Seems there is
more and more faculty parking with less teachers and less and less upperclassman parking with
more of these students.

! I think there are buildings on campus that are completely ignored when it comes to renovations,
such as D. Vickers. In the last four years that I have been here, I have seen improvements to
Garrett Hall, as well as seen other buildings being renovated, but D. Vickers has a stale odor, the
elevator is not available to all students, and there aren't many places to use computers. Funding
should be put into improving the liberal arts buildings just as improvements have been made to
the business and science buildings.

! I think there should be more classes open and available when registering for classes on LeoNet.
! I wish it were easier to register for classes!!!!
! I wish Southeastern would be more organized in the north campus offices. Including Financial

Aid, Records, and Admissions. I always have to go in circles because no ONE person can tell me
everything I need at one time.

! I wish that Southeastern could develop a culture that would cause their students to want to get
involved in school activities and create more of a sense of pride associated with attending
Southeastern.

! I wish they had more art shows, concerts, film screenings, etc.
! I wish we had the microsoft office products available to us by being a student so that we could

use it at home on our personal computers. When most of the students live away from campus and
can't have access to the campus computers because they are only here for their classes and have to
attend work immediately after it becomes a stressful thing trying to come up with money to buy
the products. It would be nice if Southeastern could find a way for us to use it on our own
computers.

! I would change the hours for the 24-hour lab on the weekends to be open 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.

! I would change the location of the 24hr  computer lab.  There is not enough room to pass and it is
highly uncomfortable being on top of one another while trying to work.  When an over-weight
student needs to pass it is difficult for all. I would suggest getting rid of the shuttle buses and
using the extra money to get a more ample computer lab.
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! I would Change the math classes
! I would change the whole math 161 lab hours. Each week i am in math 161 i am required to be in

the lab three hours. I think for some people that is useful but for me it isn't. I am doing good in
math and having to spend three hours in a lab doesn't allow me to have that extra time to work in
my other classes. Another thing bad about having lab hours is that i commute and it makes getting
them more complicated. They should have a math lab at the selu location in walker. Another
thing i would change about southeastern is the nursing school. I think all students who have a 3.0
or higher should be accepted. There are needs for more nurses and southeastern is the best for
nursing. We need good educated nurses, therefore more people should be accepted.

! I would like for an internet page that would display all the events happening monthly by
category. This page would have information where the event is taking place, summary of what is
to occur at the event, and the time.

! I would like the processing of transferring for a transfer student to be easier. There should be a
list made up in each department of what EXACTLY is required so the process is smoother. I have
been going to school here for over a year and STILL have problems everytime I register.

! I would like to change the amount student involvement. I am involved in Southeastern Greek
Life, part of Excel, and a Southeastern Cheerleader and I have been very involved on campus.
Being involved has made me love and have a lot of pride for Southeastern athletics, and
Southeastern as a whole. I just wish that every student commuter or not would get very involved
and attend scheduled athletic and campus events and make Southeastern the best it can be.

! I would like to change the fact that people who have been out of school and are coming back,
should be encouraged to come back to school and be offered some sort of scholarship or
something great for doing so.  It takes alot to add school into your already busy schedule.  I think
that as adults, we take school more seriously and are better students for it.  I think if many hard
working and dedicated adults were offered something special for going back and furthuring there
education, there would be many more to follow in their footsteps.

! I would like to change the hours that the library and labs are open.
! I would like to change the rate for housing.
! I would like to change the stigma associated with the student body and the quality of education.

We are looked down upon by students of LSU because the admission standards are lower at SLU.
! I would like to for there to be senior nursing classes on the Hammond campus instead of just the

Baton Rouge Nursing school campus.
! I would like to have drop/add week back or have a bigger selection of classes. I have entered

classes on the first day knowing I wouldn't like the class, but was unable to drop and had to
withdraw instead.

! I would like to see a Masters program for Social Work.
! I would like to see an actual Theatre Major become available.  Southeastern has an extraordinary

theatre staff and should take full advantage of it by providing a major for those who desire to
pursue careers in the theatre.

! I would like to see better quality professors.
! I would like to see equal favor between greek organizations and non-greek organizations.
! I would like to see improvements in all the visual arts programs.
! I would like to see more healthy food choices in the union (for reasonable prices, 6 dollars for a

salad with a heavy ranch dressing is not my choice of inexpensive or healthy). Also i find it hard
to find a computer that I can use at school that there isnt a line for.

! i would like to see southeastern give graduating seniors more information about graduation, and
make them more aware of what to do.
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! I would like to see the math lab stay open later at night.  Many students get off of work later than
9 p.m. and it is difficult to get hours in the math lab because of their hours.

! I would love it if the bus would make a stop by the dorms around the Pennington, but other than
that...nothing!

! I would not change anything about Southeastern. The teachers are wondeful. The food is great.
The campus is beautiful. Everything is lovely!

! I would suggest that Southeastern focus more on retaining students, not only getting them to
come for freshman year.

! I'd like for money to stop being wasted on lack luster fountains that remind people about flooding
by flooding a representation of the state and instead use that money to solve parking issues and/or
be able to hire more student workers to provide work for students.

! I'd like there to be more pride in the athletic teams, and the school as a whole, really. But there's
not much you can do to change each individual studen't opinion about the school.

! I'm not sure how one would go about changing the following, but in general, the students seem
far more concurned with graduating (getting out) than actually learning.

! Also, I think better transportation assistance would increase foreign enrollment.
! Increase Pennington facility access.
! Increasing courses available
! Indoor Soccer.
! Instructors need to provide a review process after test/work to facilitate the learning process.
! Its location :o) I live in Baton Rouge. :o)
! Less fees for certain things that no one is a part of
! Less fees, or at least cut back on some of the cost.
! Library's hours. A (working) student has no other place in the entire city of Hammond to study

after 11pm. It's a joke that our money goes to things such as Katrina/Rita fountains rather than
staff pay to make this possible

! make dorm parking lot bigger
! Make nursing school meetings excused since we are missing class for a school function!
! MAT 640 should have half the work load because it eliminates almost all time to work on any

other class.
! Math lab
! Math Lab worst experience ever.
! math tests being on the computer!
! meal plan
! More activities to keep students involved in school and on the campus during the weekends.

(more places open during the weekends so students would want to stay)
! More available sections open in field specific courses.
! More choices of classes and teachers when scheduling.
! more classes
! More classes offered in the evenings for the full time working student.
! More classes to be offered at the Livingston school
! More Computer and Food also jobs and lions id for off campus use
! More computers, better usage for technology, knowing what is available, Like career services,

Internships, push students to look for the future! As a Comm major, why are we not demanded to
take marketing, finance, business class. Taking these comm classes does help, but we MUST
know the way the world works. No one is going to hire somewhere just because they have great
communication skills. The sad thing is, I'm beginning to realize this, and I graduate soon.

! more electives for my major, Access to internships, more classes available.
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! More events and entertainment!
! More flexibility with internet courses.
! more informative about southeastern scholarships
! more once a week classes.
! more online courses, more avaiability in Walker
! More open land/areas to just hang out around campus.
! More opportunities for artistic students to express themselves. Organizations like the campus

improv troop were an outlet for students that were not always included in theatrical productions
to still express themselves. The university prioritizing their extra-curricular groups almost makes
it feel like they are prioritizing their students.

! more options on classes. such as upper level classes. like every class should have an option
available of either tues/thurs. or mon/wed/fri

! MORE PARKING
! More parking
! more parking
! more parking in the dorm parking lot.
! More parking located centrally to the main campus.
! More parking spaces.
! More Parking.
! More parking.
! Cut the football program if it can't support itself and use the money for useful things.
! More ping pong tables in the rec center
! More places to put cigarettes
! More scholarly atmosphere is needed
! more school pride
! More school spirit
! More understanding of the needs of non-traditional students
! more variety and class options
! more wireless Internet "hotspots"
! NEED MORE PARKING
! Need more PR to showcase area achievement and promote attendance. We never hear anything

about SLU in Baton Rouge. It is a terrific value.
! NO CLASS ON FIRDAY
! Nomore math lab!!!
! Not a thing.
! not being able to drop courses online
! Not making parking tickets so steep!
! Nothing - I have had a wonderful experience at SLU!!
! Nothing Everything is fine about this school.
! nothing I can think of
! Nothing I like Southeastern the way it is.
! nothing i think it is great!
! nothing much.. imm pretty satisfied so far..
! Nothing, I have been pleased with my education at SELU!
! nothing, i like this school just the way it is
! Nothing, Southeastern is a great campus.
! offer the same class online and face-to-face
! offering more night classes for nontraditional students.
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! Opening more on the weekends for those who stay.
! Organic chemistry should be "toned down" into four semesters instead of only two, or it should

be made a five day a week course like calculus.
! Organization of campus offices. The majority of Campus police office student workers and

employees have authority with attitudes. This is also found in many other offices. It doesn't seem
to matter if you call or are face to face, people in the offices frequently have attitudes and make
you feel like you are an annoyance to them. It is very frustrating, especially when the attitude is
not deserving.

! organization on north campus
! PARKING
! parking
! Parking
! Parking
! Parking
! PARKING
! parking - more faculty spaces than there are faculty members and hardly any decent spots for

upper classmen commuters near Fayard and D Vickers
! Parking there needs to be more available to all students.
! Parking ticket prices
! Parking tickets are important in maintaining driver safety, but some of the reasons they are given

for are rediculus.  I feel like if they need the funding so bad, why don't we get charged a higher
parking fee.

! parking! parking! parking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! I have yet to see a faculty parking lot over half way full! yet southeastern gets a kick out of

ticketing poor college students to fund what? they have taken away our huge 24 hr computer lab
in fayard placing us in a much smaller cramped, hot comp. lab! and then ration the amount of our
paper we print!

! PARKING!!! IT'S HORRIBLE!!
! Parking, needs more! ANd the Chemistry and biology department need to talk when it come to

making classes.
! Pedestrians should NOT have the right of way!
! PeopleSoft
! Please get more parking.
! prices
! Prices on living here and to eat.
! Pride on campus I am sick of seeing LSU stuff everywhere in the stores in Hammond We spend

our money there not LSU. Please make our Stuff cheaper or I might start wearing my future grad
school stuff and tell my friends to do the same.

! Professors and staff need to be more friendly and welcoming...need more computer labs on
campus its really hard to find a computer available on campus...more upperclassmen parking
available... a stud abroad program for students majoring in nursing but not excepted yet in
nursing for classes such as zoology or microbiology.

! Professors need to communicate better with students.  I think that the fees are unfair to
commuting graduate students who don't use these services.

! provide more social events to meet people, inabling students to become more involved.
! rebulid ladies' bathroom on first floor at D. Vickers.. many writings on wall.
! records & registration employees consistently misplace records
! Reduce excessive fees for projects that current student body will not use.
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! Reverse the damage of a dwindling budget
! Same level classes should be staggered so can take more than one per semester
! school spirit
! School spirit.
! SE 101 is an absolutely worthless class that doesn't transfer well and should not be required.
! SELU should make available a wider array of classes for non-traditional, older, working students,

especially in the field of education.
! Some of the teachers do not care.
! Some personnel in the financial aid counselor office.
! Southeastern needs more parking on campus!
! Southeastern needs to advertise their sports teams and atheletes more. For instance, I never hear

information about football games such as who they are playing and final scores. I think
Southeastern students would gain more pride in their school if there was more effort in getting
people excited about these sports events!

! Southeastern should not charge the local childrens swim club such extremely high rent fees to use
the Southeastern pool for practice.

! Southeastern should offer more 100% online courses.
! Southeastern should offer more classes of each class each semester so that registration will be

easier.
! Southeastern, in contrast to other colleges I have visited or learned about, treats its students for

the most part as though they are not adults. It really is a "nanny school;" For a 25 year old mother
like myself it can become quite infuriating at times.

! southeatern should have more dorm rooms,and the labs should have head phones for use as well.
! start a theatre major!
! Stop charging all these technology fees to students that don't actually use them!!!!
! Stop selling students one thing and then changing the requirements as they go along.  It's all about

the money.....
! Student Government Association does not think that traveling to art musuems qualifies as

"academic" travel which was a grant proposal from Visual Art Society. However, before the grant
proposal to New York was rejected out of hand, the SGA approved a travel grant for the amount
of $16,000 that reimbursed funds to send 104 students to Oxford MS for a tailgating party (where
Southeastern lost 52-6). There were 2 charter buses rented for the 5 hour drive, free food, t-shirts,
and each person had a free ticket to the game. So while VAS could not go to New York to the
frivolous musuems, we can rest a little easier knowing that SGA is truely taking everyone into
consideration and reviewed the grant with the upmost consideration.

! Technology. The majority of my classrooms are having technological difficulties with the infocus
and powerpoint. This affects my learning because the teacher cannon effectively teach.

! Text book rental. I would like the option to buy my books without being forced to pay for the
rental first. Additionally, one has to go to great lengths to authenticate owenership of a book so as
not to have to rent it.

! Textbook Rental's mandatory fee
! That open computer labs are not scheduled for class visits, especially when the there are labs that

are not being used.   We can't use the computers during regular hours because of a class and
empty computer labs are available.

! That they would offer more choices for a class instead of making it only available on one day at
one time. It makes it impossible for commuters and hard for people who live on campus. It puts
more stress on the hours we work which puts more stress on our schooling.
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! The add-on ESL Certification Program desperately needs an advisor who can make sure that all
the necessary classes are given every semester.

! The administrative services of the school are terrible and greatly need improvement.
! The amount of various fees that make the overall cost of attending higher than many surrounding

universities.
! The attendance and support for athletic events.
! The cafeteria food and the parking!
! The classroom facilities could use more attention.
! The computer labs exist, but some are almost never open or reserved for students within a

particular degree program.  Let us use the computer if no one needs it!
! The computer labs; the one on north campus is now only open from 9 to 3. Maybe extend the

hours; 8-4. Also the 24 hour computer lab is not actually 24 hours. I have come to campus twice
during the weekend and it has been closed. Also, the lab itself is too small. Hard to get to the
computers. What was wrong with it in Fayard? Students could actually move around in there...

! The dropping system and G.P.A. system for housing.
! The emphasis now is on career. In other words, the mindset is get the grade and move on. The

quality of learning is suffering because students want to know only what is on the test and there is
no concept of broadening knowledge for knowledge sake. Professors feel threatened to cut these
students slack when they give a test which requires a student to apply the skill learned. At some
point the lower percent of the 100 in  a college class should not dictate the pace. The emphasis
should be on quality education and the teachers should not feel threatened if they ask slackers to
apply what they have learned and the students complain.

! The ethnic, political, and religious understanding and acceptance.
! the fact that classes are hard to schedule.  the lack of classes being offered.  the lack of teachers

teaching required classes(all problems in the CJ department)  computer labs are hard to get to and
there are usally long lines waiting for computers.  the leonet system which is extremly hard to
use.  having 2 email systems on campus yes emails still go to my pre-gmail account and there are
times where the 2 accounts confuse themselves.  the lack of parking-there are always empty
faculty staff spots but you cant find a student spot around(i have an idea why dont we rezone
some faculty lots to student lots). i cant remember a time where i have seen all the staff spots full
however whenever there is a area of parking closed it is always the student sections(the area that I
am mainly speaking of is between fayard and the library).the only thing that i like it the text book
rental.  would love to see more tuesday thursday classes.  make teachers more understanding of
the fact that their class is not the only thin

! the fact that i am a psychology major and a math class is what is going to hold me back another
semester from graduating. if it takes about 15 mins to do 1 problem then why would they give
you 13 problems in a 1 hour class? it isn't just me either because the majority of the students in
the class were still in the middle of the test! which was supposed to take place on mon the 23 but
was pushed up to friday the 20th when we were given a 2 day notice???! also in the majority of
my classes since i started going to slu in 2004 many of my teachers make you feel like a jackass
asking valid questions in class. also when you receive a parking ticket you never receive just 1
violation! by the time you get back to your car you have about $100 worth of multiple tickets!
plus if students has a valid reason to report a teacher to the department head they do absolutely
nothing especially if they have tenyr! i could go on for hours but im sure that no one cares after
all i am just a graduating senior and as far as anyone t

! The fact that the math department is using the Computer program for classes and it is extremely
detrimental to the learning of students.
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! The financial aid office needs to be managed better, particularly the student loan office. It is next
to impossible to get anything done unless you go to the office and push the employees. They did
not even process my FASFA till I asked why my loans had not been approved.

! the food in the union, more options and healthier options
! The jobs available for student workers.
! The lack of support for nontraditional students
! The large amount of time the library is closed, particularly during the summer, definitely does not

show a commitment to excellence!
! The mandatory fees for use of facilities that are imposed on graduate students that are commuting

and only taking 1-2 classes.  Most do not use those facilities.
! the math classes could be just a tad bit easier.
! The math lab
! The math test on the computers
! The meals are cold, the servers have horrible attitudes, and there is always something going

wrong in my room.  The cops are also total buttholes.  There is no reason for a damn rentacop to
treat students like dogs its pitiful.

! THE MONEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
! The only thing I would change about Selu is the scarce parking. There are too many commuters

and not enough parking areas. Alot of parking citations are given out because we don't have
anywhere to park, we can't be tardy for our classes but sometimes it you have to  drive around for
at least 15-20 minutes just to find a parking spot ... and often times  I make it on campus 30 mins
(or earlier) before my class begins and still have to wait and drive around just to  find a  parking
spot...the scarce parking is ridiculous

! the parking
! The parking arrangement and more parking. Upper classmen that live in the on-campus

apartments should be allowed to park on campus. Also, all teachers should be required to take a
few teaching courses!!

! the parking for the upper classmen.  there is not enough
! The parking violation fees are extremely too expensive. And the "parking backwards in a space"

violation is ridiculous.
! The parking!
! The parking!!!
! The parking.
! The physical campus itself. The buildings are blah and uninteresting and all of the grass is torn up

and the grounds are bare. The Greek housing should also be actual housing not dorms.
! the police department needs some revamping. They are completely rude to all students and

visitors. It seems as if they do not wanna be there. I would like to see parking permits mailed in
the fall just so I do not have to come in contact with the misreable department.

! the price
! The prices in the Bookstore are way too high. I can barely afford the books and materials that i

need.
! The printers on the second floor of the Library and better internet connection for laptops on the

3rd and 4th floor of the Library!
! The school needs MORE parking for upper class commuters
! The set-up at the beginning of each semester to pick-up needed materials and sort out financial

aid and respective departments.
! The shuttle should be more on time. 20-30 minutes is too long to wait.
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! The speed at which documents are processed in the administration, financial aid, and controllers
offices. When I first applied to be a transfer student my transcripts were lost. That was ridiculous,
I would not have attended school here because of that, except that my now wife attended here.

! The staff in the admissions, records and registration, and other departments are often rude and
have no idea who you need to talk to in order to find answers to questions. You are sent around to
ten different people before finding someone willing to help you.

! The student activities.  LSU always has something going on.  Southeastern maybe has one or two
events a month.

! The student parking
! the teachers
! The teachers.
! The time restraint from 10:30 to 1:30 in the lion's den.
! The upperclass parking is horrible after 8 am.
! The way the graduate students are treated.  They are not able to hold jobs outside of Southeastern

while working on research for their Master's degrees, yet Southeastern pays them barely enough
to live off of.  Severeal graduate students have food stamps, live in very shady areas of town, and
have little if any savings.  If Southeastern is commited to excellence and trying to bring in more
students to the graduate program, the salary offered to the graduate students should be looked into
as a serious matter.

! The womens restroom in Garrett Hall
! There are many hardware issues in the CATE building that need to be addressed. These issues are

affecting the quality of instruction with technology.
! There are many issues on campus with things not being accessible for students with disabilities. I

think money should go into updating buildings and not into building hills between DVIC and
Fayard (which also appeared to cause drainage issues).

! there be more student/teacher relationships and also more freedom to talk about religion
! There is no degrees or programs about Web Design offered at SLU, despite the fact that there are

many individual classes relating to it.  This should be changed.
! There is not enough classes offered at different times. All the classes are offered at the same time,

and i can not take 4 classes at 11. The school is cutting back on classes and letting more and more
students in. It is going to take 5 years to graduate at this rate and i am very unsatisfied with the
options

! There need to be more instructors for upper level science classes. A lot of the instructors are lazy.
For example, James Palmer doesn't even lecture during my Zoo 251 Lab. He sits at his desk and
does nothing...why did I pay SELU money for that class? I could sit at home and not be taught
anything for free. I am very upset by his lack of enthusiasm for teaching.

! There needs to be a larger availability of parking.
! There needs to be another computer lab just for people who aren't doing homework or printing off

material.
! There should be more adaptability for atypical college students such as those who are older than

the average 18-24 year olds and have different needs and perhaps even expectations. For those
students who must work full time but still would like to improve/increase our education,
instructors should be more understanding of health problems and different life styles for older
students.

! There should be more classes offered for the non-traditional student at night and off campus.  The
non-typical student works 40+ hours a week to support a family plus attends class and studies (at
nights).  We are NOT full time 18 year old students that do nothing but attend school.  Yet, we
pay the SAME $$ for classes, but don't get the same considerations.   ALL types classes should
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be offered in different locations such as the Livingston Learning Center or the SELU School of
Nursing in Baton Rouge.  What awesome facilities they are to be 90% EMPTY at night!  You are
wasting money here.  Driving to Hammond THREE DAYS A WEEK for one hour of class
instruction is not an option for some of us.  Attending a class at night off campus is.  If I want to
graduate.....what do I have to do?   You don't offer near enough for me in this area of night
classes off campus.  If planned, they could be filled with students just like me.  Second, once a
student is a senior/upperclassman, there is absolutely NO reason to have t

! There should be ways to get people of diverse cultures together.
! they need non-traditional housing bad
! To not have math on the computer and cut down the math lab hours.
! TUITION LOWERED, BIGGER DESKS, AND BIGGER 24 HOUR LAB WITH MORE ROOM
! Unnecessary prerequisites.
! upgrade union and campus beautification
! upper class parking

Comments

The last page of the survey was reserved for respondents to make any other comments they wished to
share.  All of the comments are presented below.  The comments are provided verbatim, no editing was
done.

! I love learning, and thoroughly enjoy classes that are challenging, but only when the professor or
instructor knows how to teach. I have had some truly gifted teachers here, but I have also had teachers
whose priorities seemed to lie elsewhere. I'm a senior with a 3.9 GPA, yet the hardest courses I've
encountered here are the visual art courses. The art department staff is known for providing a
comfortable, encouraging atmosphere. Most universities art departments exhibit the opposite. I'd like
to see a graduate degree program offered in the visual arts.  It probably does not seem to be much of a
priority to the adminsitration of Southeastern. I know many students that would jump at the chance of
pursuing their graduate degree (in visual arts) here as opposed to LSU, Tulane, or at a university out
of state; LSU and Tulane are known for having much less personable art departments.

! I have enjoyed how nice and friendly the staff are at Southeastern. My advisor has helped so much
and she is great, Christine Ogilvie. The campus is nice but after such a long commute I would like to
park somewhat close to my classes.

! I had swine flu and Bilatera Penumonia this year and had to resign for the semester. I would like for
to be easier for poeple who are resiging for medical reasons to get some money back and to not jump
through so many hoops to resign. I would be very intrested in university insurance.

! Southeastern is great school with unbounded potential. I think we are inhibited by the negative stigma
others put on this university. I chose to come here because it is tops in Education. I want to be a
teacher. I didn't come here because it was the cheapest, I was academically behind, or I couldn' t get
in anywhere else. I and other people chose to come here because it is a quality school and I think
sooner or later we have to live up to it and stop trying to model ourselves after a LSU. We have our
own identity and SLU is a great place. Quality education in the classroom is the key, let the slackers
fall behind and the stigma will lift. This has the potential to be an academic university and not just a
career building trade school college.

! Blackboard for the internet classes needed to be more heavily monitored.  It seems to have glitches
every weekend when most people need to turn in their assignments.  These internet classes are
convenient and cost-effective for the university but when the necessary tools don't work, it is quite
frustrating for the students.
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! The on campus jobs do not offer enough opportunitites for students. I have been trying to apply on
campus for two years now and have not succeeded in getting a campus job.

! I would like to know if there is an offer for students to get dental insrance for cheap.
! I am an older working mom.  I am trying to earn a degree in education.  It is very difficult for me to

schedule classes according to my work schedule.  I would like more classes to be offered in the
evenings.

! it is really really really cold in the union. our energy fees could be cut and energy wold be saved if the
air in the union were turned off

! I am working on Online MSN Graduate degree and miss many campus opportunities. It would be
excellent if health insurance were available and even better, if the Health Center played a more active
role in student health promotion. Come on Nurses!!!

! i love SLU :) GO LIONS!
! Student Government Association does not think that traveling to art musuems qualifies as "academic"

travel which was a grant proposal from Visual Art Society. However, before the grant proposal to
New York was rejected out of hand, the SGA approved a travel grant for the amount of $16,000 that
reimbursed funds to send 104 students to Oxford MS for a tailgating party (where Southeastern lost
52-6). There were 2 charter buses rented for the 5 hour drive, free food, t-shirts, and each person had
a free ticket to the game. So while VAS could not go to New York to the frivolous musuems, we can
rest a little easier knowing that SGA is truely taking everyone into consideration and reviewed the
grant with the upmost consideration.

! I love attending Southeastern I just wish we had more classes to choose from! Many students have
busy lives and families to care for. Daycare is very expensive and SLU Head Start is impossible to get
into because the waiting list is so long. But again the school is great and I am very pleased with the
education I am getting!

! Keep up the good work.  Try a new club: Improv
! I think SLU does not configure the commuters. We travel to school and back. It's hard to make

friends, because we are'nt there long enough to feel we make an impact. I have many talents that go to
waste, because i am not a member of any groups. My age and race also contribute to maybe not fitting
in. Maybe there should be groups or events geared toward helping people like me feel less lonely at
SLU. Maybe a way to meet new people outside of the classroom setting or to feel that we make a
difference in the campus other than our tuition.

! Even though I myself have not taken any, I feel that the offering of any math-related courses online is
a horrible idea, as when the students have questions or get lost (as several friends of mine have
reported being at some point) their only real resource is the attempt to work an office visit to their
teacher into an already hectic schedule, or to go to a math lab, which seems to quite often only
confuse them more. It just seems to me that offering math classes strictly in a real classroom with
direct access to the educator is a wiser, more efficient course of action.

! More opportunities for classes as you get farther into your major. Better/easier way to look up books
in the library.

! Delightful.
! When I call to get assistance to adm depts like R&R, you are swapped from person to person; I don't

feel they are always very helpful and are ready to pass you on to the next person. I have had to go in
person to handle issues because of this.  I also think having to pick my own books at Textbook Rental
is unacceptable when employees stand around.  Smoking on campus is out of control; you walk out a
door and have to pass through smokers who drop butts everywhere.  There should be designated areas
away from bldgs or a smoke-free campus.  Thanks.

! I would like to see more aid (financial and scholarships) available for part time students. Sometimes I
get the feeling that we are not as important as other students! It is taking me a long time to get my
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degree, but that doesn't mean that I am any less committed to goal of obtaining my final objective of
getting a degree.

! I would like to thank SELU for an awesome degree in Education.  The teaching candidates complete
many classes that cover every aspect of teaching and learning about the diverse learner.  SELU
Education Department has thought of every aspect needed to be an effective educator.  I feel when I
graduate this December I am well prepared for my future classroom and meeting the needs of all
learners.

! Faculty is great, administrative staff is horrible
! Perscription coverage is an important factor when I consider insurance providers.
! More technology outreach to older students returning to school who may not have computer savy

because that's not what they did in the past decade. In the beginning, LEONET, Blackboard, Excel,
Word and power point was very stressful, mayde that anxiety could be lessened with a introductory
course, workshop, online seminar,etc.

! Please provide more classes offered in the evenings for the full time working student in all areas that
are mainly required in all concentrations.

! I would like to see easier access to temporary physically disabled students e.g. post-surgery.  I would
like to experience greater understanding and cooperation from some, (all), instructors for older
students returning to college.   It would be a vast improvement if records from 20 years ago were
valid and returning students did not have to beg other universities for repeat copies of transcripts that
were provided when returning students were originally admitted to SELU.

! I do not take courses on the Southeastern campus. I am currently only enrolled in online courses.
! Regarding the health insurance option, I would only be interested in purchasing insurance if

guaranteed that limited (only the necessary) tax dollars would be used in this offering to students.
That being said, if deficits are incurred in this area I would protest the program.

! I find that more and more in the classrooms that LIBERAL values are being taught, discussed, and
used. While CONSERVATIVE values are NOT accepted or a loud for discussion!!!!!!!

! I hope these answers help your survey, it was very lengthy but I understand you want to improve the
quality of the university.    Good Luck!!!

! I think the music program (production and quality of instruction) is one of the greatest assest not only
to slu but to the community. And I'm a business major, not a music major.

! Parking on campus feels like a scheme just to make money off of the students. There are signs that do
not indicate properly the use of a space, i.e. the Gallery One Hour Parking spot that should be
indiacted as visitor since only visitors can park there regardless of use of gallery. Furthermore, the
inability to back into a parking spot costing $25 is frivolous and outrageous. I have not received a
ticket for that infraction, yet I think its a ploy to make money.      I also do not understand why the
fountain in memorial of the Hurricanes never functioned properly. The fountain was actually built
broken, its somewhat embarrassing to the university.

! Considering the caliber of performance the Southeastern Theatre routinely presents on the Vonnie
Borden stage, this school should put serious effort into pursuing the establishment of a Theatre major.

! SELU is a great school. I've experienced alot and met lots of great people since I've been attending
here. I think for such miscellaneous services that some students don't use, for example the shuttle bus,
a small refund should given back. I also think there should be a better financial aid process whenever
it's time to register for school. Sometimes I have to drive to Hammond just to ask one question that
could've been answered over the phone. Also, by me having a small child, I think some type of family
housing should be available on campus to parents,a as well as their child, and spouse.

! I have been very pleased with the quality of education that I have received in my particular
department as a graduate student, but have been very dissatisfied with the university. Especially with
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financial aid, the university health center, not being able to make copies without a card, and the few
library hours offered.

! Southeastern's tuition should be less expensive for what is offered.  Also, advisors should be quicker
to respond.  I am still waiting on an advisor to reply to me and it's been two weeks.  I haven't received
quality service from any advisors at SLU thus far.

! I  have been disappointed with the English departments choice of literature (Flight) and the strong
content of profanity--I feel student's should be given alternative assignments when they are offended
by content.

! I believe there should be more consideration and credit for life experiences of non-traditional
students. There are things that I will never use in the field of my degree but I am required to take just
as a student coming directly out of high-school where things such as math are still fresh in their
minds. Making non-traditionals take SE 101 is absolutely ridiculous. Many universities around the
country give credit for life experiences and waive certain courses for non-traditional students.

! the campus needs more parking!!!!!!!!
! math 92a is set up for many students to fail, more than half my class has proved this true with 3

weeks left there will be more. This unacceptable if you want me to continue attending this college this
must be fixed.

! SLU also need to make a bigger parking lots. Strict on tickets. Get a tutoring lab for the math,
Accounting, Economic  courses at SLU. More internship that doesn't require a GPA.

! Please add additional parking
! I wish there were more grants for anyone who is involed in police department work.I am a police

cadet in denham,with a rank as captian.I seen there was a grant for police cadets but you had to
graduate from a tangapohioa school.

! I was called a few times to take a survey over the telephone. I decided to take the survey. Now I've
received yet another survey. This will be the last one for a while.    Southeastern lately has been
asking a lot of questions about technology. Unfortunately a lot of things on campus don't work. WiFi
signals are often extremely weak. There are long lines at computer labs, but nowhere for people with
laptops to print anything. D Vickers hall appears to have had a master clock system at one time, but
the clocks are gone. All of these things I've mentioned in other surveys but nothing ever seems to be
done about it.

! Overall, SLU is a good school to attend. Other than attitudes and lack of organization from those who
work in the campus offices, I have no other complaints.

! Thanks for having this survey. I hope it helps make Southeastern even better!!! :D
! The academic advisors act as if they are doing you a favor to answer any questions, despite their

inflated salaries. They are interested in you spending money on classes, and nothing else. The faculty
at this school are excellent teachers in the classroom. However, it took a month for me to get an
appointment with my advisor.

! I would like Southeastern to lower their prices in the bookstore for clothing items, if they did this,
more people would but them.    Also, I think Southeastern should allow for available classes for pre-
registration. I have two options for each class so far, and none of them work with my schedule. SLU
should know that more people tend to commute on Tu/Thu classes, therefore, there would be alot
more options available.

! PLEASE find a qualified teacher to teach physics of acoustics for musicians. The instrustor needs to
not just understand physics of sound, but also understand music!


